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Super-resolution (SR) image reconstruction based on multi image sequences 
refers to a resolution enhancement technology that construct higher resolution images 
containing more details from an image sequence of lower resolution which contains 
complementary information by using digital signal processing technology. SR 
reconstruction technology is an economical and practical method to implement image 
resolution, the technology has important theoretical and practical value. And it has 
been widely applied in many fields, Such as, satellite remote sensing and astronomical 
detection, defense and military detection, the target dynamic tracking and monitoring, 
traffic surveillance and medical imaging. The high-precision image registration 
algorithm, the fast and efficient reconstruction algorithms are the focus of the study 
and difficulties of SR reconstruction. 
In this paper, the research of the multi-frame image sequences SR reconstruction 
algorithm and the method to select regularization parameters are the main line. 
Focusing on the SR reconstruction algorithm based on deterministic regularization 
mechanism, this paper described the basic principles of the algorithm, conducted 
deeply analysis and experimental comparison on the data error item and regularization. 
Based on regularized reconstruction algorithm framework, this paper proposed a new 
cost equation. The method makes use of the data error item based on use mechanism 
of the weights, and regularization based on non-local bilateral filtering. So this 
method can take full advantage of the information contained in the LR images, and 
can effectively filter while preserving image edge information. The experimental 
results show that the proposed algorithm can improve the results of reconstruction. 
The selection of regularization parameter plays an important role of SR 
reconstruction results and the convergence of the algorithm. However, few studies 
focused on it. The choice of regularization parameter always based on experience, by 













discussion on the existing methods. And based on the proportion parameter selection 
method, conducted systematic analysis by using the difference convergence curve in 
the process of reconstruction, and proposed a regularization parameter update method 
based on the dynamic ratio and variable length step. This method taking into account 
the relationship of image edge information and the regularization parameter, it can 
maintain edge to some extent; and make use of variable length step to improve the 
convergence speed and accuracy; and use exponential function to constrain the ratio 
to reduce the purpose of artificially control the range of parameters. Meanwhile, this 
paper also analyzes the factors that effect of reconstruction like iterative termination 
condition.  
This method analyzes the change of the total cost difference, data error item and 
regularization item of iteration process, to determine the regularization parameter and 
to calculate. It can ensure the selection process of the parameter rationally. At the 
same time, it can ensure the range of parameters through selecting appropriate 
function，minimizing the need to determine the factors subjectively. The experiments 
confirmed effectiveness of the method, better reconstruction results can be gained. 
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